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characters. First Name. Last Name. Log in. The 6. This means that the camshafts aren't
designed to take full advantage of the air flow the heads can produce. They are designed to
reduce emissions by keeping some exhaust gas in the cylinders. This is one of the reasons it is
so hard to spool up a non-vgt turbo on your Power Stroke. Colt Cams has worked with
numerous performance shops over the years to perfect a suitable upgrade that not only
performs better, but is reliable. These cams will help reduce EGT's by getting the exhaust out of
the cylinder and new air in , improve horsepower, improve the engine's performance throughout
the entire rpm range yes, you guessed it, by getting the exhaust out of the cylinder and new air
in! Stage 1: This cam is designed to take advantage of the lost opportunities the factory cam
didn't seize. This regrind is a straight drop in camshaft with no modifications needed. The Stage
I offers smoother idle, quicker spool up most noticeable with a non-VGT turbo , lower egt's and
better torque and horsepower. Customers usually see a slight fuel economy improvement as
well. This camshaft was designed with durability in mind. This is meant from your standard
work truck, to people hauling loads daily to your weekend warrior. It is a great option for
everyone except the most serious of competition vehicles. Core required. These have a slight
lift and duration increase over the Stage I but are very similar. The advantages to a Stage 2 over
the Stage I are:. Stage 3 and Stage 4: Competition camshafts; need we say more? Call us today
to get the lowdown on which one you need and what it will take to put you out front! Rocker
ratio: INT 1. Stage 1 - This is a regrind using the customer's core or exchange. Fuel economy
has also shown an improvement. This cam delivers almost everything a work truck or tow
vehicle could ask for. Stage 2 â€” This grind is very similar to Stage1 but done on a brand new
steel billet; again a straight drop in. No core required. Contact Us. About Us. Cummins 5.
Cummins 4BT. TRI Flow Technology. Tech Tips. Shipping Info. What's New. You are here: Ford
Power Stroke 6. We accept Visa and Mastercard. Cam Lift. Valve Lift. Lobe Sep. List Price. Stage
1 - re-grind Straight drop in. Trick Flow Chromoly Pushrods - 7. This is the combination that is
in my Silverado Shop Truck. Its the next step beyond the Z06 cam and has the old school lopey
cam sound and like an RPM Idle - Click on link to listen! A higher stall converter is
recommended for the street. I would recommend stall for an offroad application to keep trans
temps down and minimize tire spin when crawling. This will start to push the limits of a 4L60e
transmission and internal upgrades are recommended. The stock heads, intake manifold, and

78mm throttle body just won't flow enough air to make much more HP natural aspirated. There
are bigger cams but they get really temperamental on the street and are made for pure drag
racing. The price tag on this almost doubles the turnkey price. With several variables of all
projects, i. Here is the chassis dyno sheet from the Shop Truck with this combination of parts.
Had lots of fun and learned a lot - Like when you make enough HP getting it to the ground
without smoking street tires is difficult. The step-side truck has little rear weight. I was
completely letting off times off the line to stop the tires from spinning. I think with the right tire
its a For all but a few of us, if given the choice between a smaller motor and a larger one, we'd
choose the larger one. Of course, this assumes cost is not a factor, but the things we want most
usually end up costing more, right? Such is the case when talk turns to choosing between a 5. If
we were looking to build a cheap turbo motor, we'd opt for the smaller 5. By adding a cam and
boost to a 5. Why you ask? The reason is obvious. Bigger motors simply make more power. The
extra power and torque offered by the 6. When it comes to torque, displacement is king, and no
amount of cam timing or head porting will ever allow a 5. The question then becomes, if a 6.
Here is a tip for LS enthusiasts out there. If the question ever arises about how to make an LS
better, your go-to response should always be swap the cam! Sure, cylinder heads and intake
manifolds are most welcome especially on cathedral-port applications , but their gains are all
but dependant on the presence of wilder-than-stock cam timing. Since the LS was factory
fortified with ample displacement, compression, and head flow especially anything with rec-port
heads like our LY6 , they are basically begging for more cam timing. While a cam upgrade can
make significant power gains, there is usually a trade-off inherent in the additional peak power.
Cam swaps, especially serious performance grinds, are almost always a case of no free lunch.
The potential for massive top-end power gains exist, but the typical plus hp cam swap often
comes with a torque-loss penalty. For many, the ideal situation is a cam swap that combines
plenty of peak power without sacrificing low-speed torque. In fact, the mark of a successful cam
swap is a grind that offers what we call the "trifecta. Well, for our needs, the trifecta means the
cam upgrade does three things: it increases the peak power, it fattens up the peak torque, and it
does both with no loss anywhere in the power curve. Achieving one of the elements is easy,
combining two gets more difficult, but the trifecta requires selection of just the right cam for the
combination. To see if we could manage the trifecta, we set up a test with our 6. For those
unfamiliar with the LY6, the LS motor featured a 4. For our test, we were only interested in the 6.
What we wound up with was a near-stock 6. With our baseline taken care of, it was time for cam
selection. Achieving more peak power and more peak torque was not terribly difficult, but doing
so without hurting power anywhere else meaning down at lower engine speeds was the real
trick. This TrackMax cam offers a. A healthy cam to be sure, we just hoped it worked well with
the free-flowing, rec-port heads and 6. The dyno soon put our fears to rest, as the cam swap on
the LY6 netted impressive gains. The peak power output was hp at 5, rpm, while peak torque
was up to lb-f
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t of torque at 4, rpm. For those keeping score, that's more HP and torque than a stock LS7, yet
a full liter smaller. So far, we had achieved two elements, but only if they came with no loss
would we achieve the trifecta. A peek at the power curves revealed that the TrackMax cam had
indeed improved the power output through the entire rev range, with gains coming as low as 3,
rpm. Everyone likes big power and big torque, but you know you have selected the right came
when you hit the trifecta! Stock 6. Run with Hooker headers and a 92mm cable-driven throttle
body, the LS3-headed 6. Torque production exceeded lb-ft for a 1,rpm spread; no wonder they
used this motor on HD truck applications! After installation of the TFS TrackMax cam, the power
output increased to hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Note that both peak power and
torque increased, and that the cam swap improved power through the entire rev range. Close
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